Pip sensor mustang
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Received: The primary function of the TFI-IV ignition system universal distributor is to direct the
high secondary voltage to the spark plugs. In addition, it supplies crankshaft position and
frequency information to the ECA using a Profile Ignition Pickup PIP sensor in place of the
magnetic pickup or the crankshaft position sensor used on other models. This distributor does
not have any mechanical or vacuum advance. The universal distributor assembly is adjustable
for resetting base timing, if required, by disconnecting the SPOUT connector. The PIP sensor
has an armature with four windows and four metal tabs that rotate past the stator assembly
Hall-effect switch. When a metal tab enters the stator assembly, a positive signal is sent to the
ECA , indicating the 10? BTDC crankshaft position. When the TFI module receives the spark
output signal, it shuts off the coil primary current and the collapsing field energizes the
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Our Address. Kings Mills, OH I installed a new pip sensor on my 95 mustang 5. The pattern is
jumping all over and Im thinking bad ground? Could this be a bad ground? The image below is
from a 95 mustang with a bad CKP. Notice how the PIP is similar to yours. Any ideas why would
that be? What could be the problem? One other thing that I might mention, especially since this
is a long-term and ongoing issue, is that the clipping on these waveforms could also be caused
by spurious AC riding on the circuit. This can be caused from any component that generates
AC, such as alternator ripple. Too much AC noise on the digital lines will definitely wreak havoc.
You may want to have the alternator tested, specifically a diode pattern test, even if it is
charging properly, as it may be leaking AC onto your DC circuit path. I did check for continuity
on the power and spout wire and it is good. The alternator voltage is steady at I will get it tested
and see if it is bad. I used the voltmeter to check the AC ripple. On the AC scale it shows 60 to
70 millavolts. I compared that to my daily driver and it only shows 20 millavolts. So the AC
ripple on the alternator is bad. I removed the alternator and the bearing was making noise when
I spun it. I replaced the alternator and I checked the AC ripple and still over 50 millavolts. PCM
issue not able to control it? Home Topic New mustang pip sensor installed and waveform not
clear. New mustang pip sensor installed and waveform not clear. August 23, at pm Cris
Participant. Viewing 6 replies - 1 through 6 of 6 total. August 25, at pm Andrew Phillips
Participant. August 26, at am August 26, at pm August 27, at am September 5, at am Here is a
video showing the pip and signal changes when spout plugged in. You must be logged in to
reply to this topic. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH I got a Mustang GT 5. Once the car warms up it
runs ok. When I snap the throttle it does not seem crisp and smooth. The service engine light is
on and I got a code 14, pip sensor. Does anyone know how to diagnose a bad pip sensor? What
tests can be done to determine the pip sensor is bad? It is located inside the distributor. If you
got a code 14, the computer already diagnosed a bad or failing pip sensor. It is easier and a lot
safer to replace the whole distributor than to just replace the pip sensor. I ran the car again and
it was hard to start but once it warmed up it ran great and the check engine light did not come
on?? Is this an intermittent problem with the pip? Is this a common thing with the pip sensor? I
checked the grounds and they are good. Another thing when the car runs and I turn on the AC,
the engine slowly runs rough and sounds like it will die, and I turn off the AC it runs normal. Any
ideas? There is. The computer has already done that for you, though, with the code You can
clear the code. If the sensor is bad, the code will return. Also, you can check the PIP signal. You
will need an oscilloscope to monitor the output of the PIP to check for clean waveform, correct
pulse width, and proper frequency. You cannot test the PIP with a multimeter. You can also wait
for the sensor to completely fail. I borrowed an old Snap On Vantage scope and I hooked it up to
the pip wire on the module and here are some pics of the waveforms. From looking at the wave
forms, I think these are bad waveforms from the pip sensor? Yes, it looks like a failing sensor.
The wave should be a lot cleaner than that. That is a reasonable thought as the TFIs are
notorious for causing issues. I have a ford ranger with a 2. What could cause this? Home Topic
Diagnosing a bad pip sensor on a Ford. Diagnosing a bad pip sensor on a Ford. July 23, at am
Cris Participant. Viewing 8 replies - 1 through 8 of 8 total. July 23, at pm Andrew Phillips
Participant. July 24, at pm July 26, at am Here is a proper PIP output signal: Attachments:.
August 20, at am October 26, at am Casey Brown Participant. You must be logged in to reply to
this topic. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. The right to be stupid is inalienable for sure
however, there is no such thing as a right to impose stupidity onto others Great Thoughts will
Overwhelm a Feeble Mind There is never money to do it right, but there's always money to do it
over. Knowledge based on external evidence is unreliable. He, who doesn't ask, does not
deserve an answer. A mind is like a parachute it only works when it is open. Albert Einstein
Tuning on a Dyno for the track, is like swim practice in a bathtub. I can explain it for you, but I

can't understand it for you. Torruella Ignorance is bliss, but stupidity is orgasmic. Fraud and
falsehood only dread examination. Truth invites it. Samuel Johnson The chaotic resistance of
the opponents leads to the conclusion that they are not prepared to meet the challenge. The
problem is already much more psychological then technological. Crowds are reactionary and
barbaric. Jason The person who says it cannot be done should not interrupt the person doing it.
SN95 distributor housing and rotor indexing reference pictures. In the video you relate the rotor
to the pass stud on lower intake when dist is fully seated. Which illustration is correct. It also
seems the video and then pictures illustration that conflict seem to be from the same engine.
Can you help identify whcih one is correct and or did I miss something. Between the two studs
or Thanks Joel5. I had it stabbed wrong the first time seated it was pointing at the pass side
stud on the lower intake, that may have been 1or 2 teeth off. However it didn't run right at WOT
it cut out hard like I was hitting the rev limiter at around 4k, that went away when I restabbed the
dist as you illustrated. Can you make sense of that. ProMotion Faceplated T5, 3. This is a very
good guide to PIP module replacement. I would like to point out two things: 1. I would not use
dielectric grease between the TFI module and the distributor housing. Heat transfer out of the
TFI module is critical. Silicone dielectric grease is an electrical insulator and is also a thermal
insulator. Thanks Paul. Stroked Small Block Offline Posts: It worked, however, if I had the gear
puller, I would have used it. Just a look inside I can say when I get some cash, I'll purchase a
new Dizzy, this one is crap and showes that many hands over the years have been messing with
it. I hope The cleaning and parts replacement will hold me until I get a new unmolested one. I
need to mention After lunch New O-ring Installed! But currerntly in California. The pictures in
this thread are not loading for some reason. Can anyone else see them? Quote from: eboost on
July 03, , am. I will be fixing this problem by the end of next week. There seems to be a problem
with the pictures location. Quote from: Joel5. Add your location information to your personal
profile. Search: Advanced search. Pages: [ 1 ]. Powered by SMF 1. In this fast test you'll be able
to pinpoint the problem to the ignition control module or the ignition coil or the Profile Ignition
Pickup sensor PIP sensor in four easy test steps. So then, before starting the tests, it's critical
that you have checked and verified that there's NO SPARK present at the ignition coil. Well,
because if the ignition coil is sparking, it would be a clear indication that it and the ignition coil
and the crankshaft position sensor PIP sensor are working. This article applies to both the Gray
colored ignition control module and the Black colored ignition control module. These ignition
control modules are not interchangeable. Here's a little background information to help you
diagnose this no spark condition. In a nutshell, when the system is working properly, at
CRANK-UP and at all engine speeds, the ignition control module controls the ignition coil. This
is primarily done thru' the Profile Ignition Pickup sensor signal which is received by the ignition
control module and also the ECM. The ignition control module ICM upon receiving this signal,
starts switching the ignition coil's ground On and Off. As you may already know, it's this action
that makes the ignition coil spark away. On an oscilloscope, it produces a digital square
waveform. This sensor is located in the distributor. There are several ways to test this ignition
control module. An oscilloscope is the best way to check all of the input and output signals but
it's not the only way. I'll show you just how. Anyway, if you have access to an oscilloscope, I
have included photos of what the waveforms should look like. Whether you use a multimeter or
an oscilloscope, you'll be able to successfully diagnose this no-start condition! So, here's the
basic list:. We'll first check for the basics like battery voltage and engine Ground to the ignition
control module. Then we'll test the ignition coil switching signal that the signal generates in
action and from the results you get you'll be able to pinpoint the problem to the ignition control
module ICM or the ignition coil or the Profile Ignition Pickup PIP sensor or completely eliminate
these as the cause of the no start condition. Also, the battery must be in a fully charged
condition for all tests in this article. And lastly, this Fast Te
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st only tests for a no-spark no-start condition. If you find, after testing the testing the ignition
module your test results indicate a bad one then take a look at the links below. I think they'll
save you some bucks especially on the original Motorcraft ignition module :. Once you get to
the site, they'll make sure it's the right one, if not, they'll find you the right one. Ford Ignition
System Circuit Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. What's my mother going to do? This material may not
be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. Applies To:.

Ford Vehicles:. Ford Vehicle:. Mercury Vehicles:. Lincoln Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or
you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam.

